
Are you still worrying about laboratory relocation? Cooperate 

with MGI's experts  can minimize the impact of relocation on 

your research work, allowing you to recover related research 

work as soon as possible.

Before moving the machine, we will fully communicate with you to ensure correct site preparation, then pack the instruments in 

the laboratory and keep you updated on the delivery process.

For more information about  MGI after-sales service products , please visit https://www.mgi-tech.com/resource/

You are free to choose the logistics company for transportation.

After relocation, we will unpack the box on-site in the laboratory and perform a series of steps according to the instrument 

checklist. If there are any missing items, we will address it immediately .

After the hardware and software are installed and set up, we will run the MGI checkout standard to test whether the instrument 

is operating according to the manufacturing specifications. The performance verification process includes but is not limited to 

verification testing of optical systems, fluid systems, temperature control systems, etc.
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*MGI relocation service doesn't cover logistics and transportation.
*MGI relocation service fee does not cover the costs incurred in the packing box and transportation process. 
The relocation service fee only covers labor , travel and reagent costs incurred during the performance verifi-
cation process.
*Before the performance verification, you need to sign the "User Installation Condition Confirmation Form" to 
confirm the installation conditions.

User Installation Condition Confirmation Form


